An industrial hygiene methodology developed in support of a retrospective morbidity case-control study.
An industrial hygiene methodology that was developed in support of an epidemiologic case-control study is described. This study was conducted to investigate a potentially increased incidence of colorectal cancer among employees who worked at a unit that manufactured polypropylene by a heavy diluent process. Retrospective epidemiologic case-control studies typically have exposure assessment problems because industrial hygiene monitoring data are often not available. Misleading job titles are another problem that can provide a poor framework for estimating exposures. In addition, a job title-based exposure assessment assumes individual work patterns are not important in assessing worker exposures, although this is contradictory to industrial hygiene experience. The design of the case-control study provided an innovative industrial hygiene approach to circumvent these typical exposure estimating problems. The industrial hygiene methodology of the case-control study included assessing historical exposures, developing an exposure estimating matrix, selecting candidate etiologic agents based on a joint toxicologic and industrial hygiene review, administering a work activity questionnaire, calculating exposure scores, and conducting a statistical analysis. The study design also provided an additional exposure measurement independent of the toxicologic and industrial hygiene review. This provided an opportunity to compare the likelihood of exposure misclassification and, as expected, showed that a more detailed exposure estimate resulted in less misclassification.